HALLAM LONDON
Shakespeare’s Sonnets: AvantPop
Shakespearean poems and Alternative Rock? Certainly! ‘Old words new’ in the bard’s very own writing.
On April 23rd 2014 the album ‘Not Afraid Of Greatness’ by musician and songwriter Hallam London
was released – right on time for Shakespeare’s 450th birthday. Nine sonnets, nine songs. Somewhere in
between Alternative Rock and Electronic Pop, unconventional, artful and yet gripping and catchy.
The album was recently presented on Germany’s most important national radio station
‘Deutschlandradio Kultur’: ‘[it] transfers Shakespeares poetry […] astoundingly seamless into the
present. […] Lyrics and music are perfectly matched, the songs are manifold and catchy.’ And further,
‘Hallam London indeed manages to rearrange the ever constant structure of the Shakespearean verses
to have them work perfectly in very diverse pop songs. The album “Not Afraid of Greatness” lends a
currentness to the historic poetry so it neither feels nor sounds dusty.’
Hallam’s preceding 5-track-album ‘The Winter EP – Shakespeare’s Sonnets’ received enthusiastic
critical acclaim and was characterised as ‘captivating and magical, elaborately composed’. Hallam himself
was praised as ‘a virtuoso singer, colourful guitarist and, above all, a daring composer’. No one less than
the Royal Shakespeare Company presented the EP on their website myShakespeare, a project
accompanying the 2012 World Shakespeare Festival. In July 2013, Hallam played a show at the Bristol
Shakespeare Festival – as the only artist from abroad and the only one presenting Shakespeare in music.
The live show presenting the sonnet songs premiered in 2013 at the Landesbühnen Sachsen, the
Saxonian state theatre. For the show, Hallam is joined by his longtime friends and colleagues Alex Fox
(bass guitar, synthesizers) and Michael Wünsch (drums). On stage, Hallam wears an outfit specially
created for him by costume designer Anne-Marie Miene. The garment features subtle elements of
Elizabethan fashion in a present-day design. The latest addition to the programme comes from Berlinbased choreographer and dancer Stefanie Douglas: she created contemporary choreographies to be
performed on stage with Hallam and his band.
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